Report from the NW London finance
committee, including 18/19 month 10 financial
position and 2019/20 financial outlook
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Executive Summary
• The forecast outturn at month 10 is an adverse variance to control total of £26.5m.
This has increased from month 9 due to the inclusion of GP at hand costs relating
to Non NWL patients, estimated at c£10m.
• There remain risks to delivery in 18/19 and the worst case variance remains as
reported at month 9, which is an adverse variance to control total of £44.5m.
• The underlying forecast outturn run rate position has worsened at month 10 to a
deficit of £69m, which forms a pressure going into 2019/20.
• Allocations and control totals have been received for 2019/20, and the February
Finance Committee reviewed the current position in contracting and planning.
• There are significant risks to the delivery of the NWL CCGs control totals in
2019/20 and the position is due to be reviewed again at the March Finance
Committee, as well as at each CCG finance committee.
• Work is ongoing in working with system partners in developing a system wide
operating plan for 2019/20 and progress on this is also due to be reviewed at the
March Finance Committee.
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Month 10 financial position summary by CCG
The FOT position of NWL CCGs has moved by £10.1m from M9, to a £26.5m adverse variance from the NWL control total,
with four CCGs continuing to forecast adverse variances from control total. This deterioration is due to the removal of
anticipated GP at Hand mitigation in H&F CCG. The Year To Date position is also deteriorated by £16.7m in month 10.
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Month 10 financial position - variance by programme
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Month 10 QIPP position
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Month 10 Forecast Outturn – best, most likely and
worst case scenarios
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Month 10 underlying positions
After adjusting for non recurrent items, NWL CCGs are collectively reporting an underlying position of £69m deficit,
excluding GP at hand.
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2019/20 CCG financial plans summary
•

All CCGs have breakeven control totals for 19/20 with the exception of Harrow
which has a £21.5m deficit control total. The Harrow deficit control total, if achieved,
would trigger £12.6m of CSF (Commissioner Support Fund) and a net deficit control
total of £8.9m.

•

The current position in respect of draft plans was discussed at the Finance
Committee on 21st February and highlighted significant risk in a number of CCGs in
terms of developing plans that achieve the CCG control totals. In terms of draft
submissions on 12th February, five CCGs presented draft plans with adverse
variances to control totals.

•

Notwithstanding the increase in allocations, the financial position for NWL CCGs for
19/20 is challenging, driven primarily by the underlying 18/19 deficit, the tariff uplift,
planned growth in activity and national planning assumptions.

•

We have made contract offers to acute providers at outturn with QIPP at or more
than growth in all cases, to community at outturn and to Mental Health to meet the
Mental Health Investment Standard. These are being discussed with providers who
are asking for materially more. Even if QIPP were agreed, we would have a deficit as
the funding increase is inadequate to eat into the underlying deficit.
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2019/20 Action Plan
A 10 point action plan has been developed and was presented to NHSE on 12th
February and to the Finance Committee on 21st February. This is currently being
implemented, led by the Accountable Officer and the CFO to support the development
of the next iteration of plans to reduce/close the gap to CT: The ten actions are:
1)

Develop acute contract discussions assuming zero net growth and agreement of
blended tariff baseline and glass ceiling.
2) Develop non acute contract discussions assuming zero/minimal growth (noteassess risk to MHIS).
3) Assure QIPP delivery plans and stretch further
4) Assess opportunity to reduce/cease Non recurrent provider support
5) Further line by line review of all CCG budget assumptions
6) Review opportunity to reduce/cease investments (note- assess risk to MHIS)
7) Further development of recovery plans and processes for five CCGs with deficit
plans.
8) Ensure that the three CCGs with balanced plans maintain or improve on this
position.
9) Discuss draw down to cover some n/r spend (currently £39m cumulative
surplus).
10) GP at hand allocation adjustment to ensure neutral impact of Non NWL patients.
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2019/20 planning timetable - key dates
Key dates for the completion of 19/20 contracts and finance plans are as follows:
• 1 March - local decision whether to enter mediation and communication to
NHSE/I and boards/governing bodies
• 21 March - national deadline for contract signature
• 19-27 March - CCG finance committees

• 28 March - NWL finance committee
• 4 April - submission of CCG Operating plans
• 11 April - submission of system wide aggregate operating plan
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